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NFL Draft 2012 Scouting Report: QB Nick Foles, 

Arizona 

*Our QB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available.  

 

"The Luck/Griffin Consolation Prize?"  

Someone has to be the non-Luck/Griffin III next-best NFL Draft QB option for the remaining NFL teams 

with current QB "issues." Nick Foles is the strongest bet to be that QB, although when held in 

comparison to Luck/Griffin III...Foles will feel like a kid opening a Christmas present of a big bag of socks. 

The kid need the socks, the socks will be a useful item...but they just are not that exciting from the 

Christmas morning aspect. It's unfair, but understandable comparing Foles to the rarity/uniqueness of 

Luck and Griffin. 

Foles may not be in the class of Luck of Griffin, but we do see Foles grading as a probable good/great 

NFL QB...with a scoring/rating in our mathematical scouting system that shows Foles with a slight 

probability of becoming a future NFL elite QB. Currently (pre-Wonderlic, full measurables), we have 

Foles scoring just barely above our magic number (0.850) of where all the current NFL elite QBs have 

scored in our computer algorithms. I'd want Luck or Griffin primarily too...but after that, Foles is worthy 

of a look as a potential franchise NFL QB. 

Foles flew mostly under the radar in the Pac-10, with Andrew Luck garnering (deservedly) all the 

attention. Staying in the Pac-10, I would not be shocked if Arizona State's Brock Osweiler winds up 

generating more buzz over FEB-APR than Foles. Osweiler is a little more personable, and a great athlete. 

Foles has long hair and seems pretty mellow...and will probably get a lot of "reminds me of Blaine 

Gabbert" type references when you see him visually (longer hair, height, etc.). The whisper fear of being 

associated with Gabbert, is enough to knock him into the 2nd-Round. 

Foles has several data matches in our system to another Pac-10 QB...Aaron Rodgers (are you more 

excited about those socks now?). Before we thrust Foles into a "discount double-check" commercial too 

early, let's take a look at what our system is seeing with Foles... 

  

Nick Foles, Through the Lens of Our QB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Foles has an odd/intriguing pattern to his 2011 performance numbers. Arizona blew out Northern 

Arizona to start 2011…we'll ignore that output altogether. After the opener with Northern Arizona, 
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Arizona then faced four 10+ win teams in-a-row = Oklahoma State, Stanford, Oregon and USC. Not that 

three of those four schools are known for its defense…but it is matchups with inferior Arizona versus 

more superior talented players/teams. Foles went through that four tougher opponent snapshot with a 

70.1% Completion Percentage, 365.0 passing yards per game, and 9 TD/2 INT. 

Both Andrew Luck and Nick Foles faced Oklahoma State, Oregon and USC in 2011…the comparison: 

• 69.6% Comp Pct, 407.0 passing yards, 8 TD/2 INT, (0-3) record = Nick Foles 

• 74.1% Comp Pct, 311.0 passing yards, 8 TD/4 INT (1-2) record = Andrew Luck 

Foles's comps alongside of Luck's in these three exact-opponent games are striking/shocking. It's a small 

sample size, but it does grab one's attention. 

Through the first five Arizona games of 2011, Foles had thrown 13 TDs/2 INT…but had lost 4 of the 5 

games. Foles's head coach, Mike Stoops, was fired at that point. From the moment Stoops was let go, 

Foles's performance spiraled down quite a bit…throwing 9 TD/11 INT against five mediocre-to-weaker 

teams – Oregon State, UCLA, Washington, Utah, Colorado. Foles had never shown the propensity to 

throw that level of INTs in his entire career…the 11 INTs in those five games were more than he had for 

his entire Sophomore (9) or entire Junior (10) seasons. Even though Foles's INT count rose precipitously, 

his Comp Pct stayed above 65%, and he compiled 347.0 passing yards per game. 

Foles steered back onto the tracks in Arizona's last two games, throwing for over 70% Comp Pct, 5 TD/1 

INT, and 361.0 yards per game…including winning both games. 

Despite the spike in INTs mid-season, his overall statistical package for us is very solid…especially given 

the emphasis we put on performance against higher levels of competition. Against the better 

competition in 2011, Foles racked up great numbers across the board. 

Foles career numbers against Pac-10 powers USC and Oregon: 

• 67.4%, 339.0 passing yards per game, 3.0 TD/1.0 INT per game, (1-2) record = vs. USC (3 games) 

• 59.2%, 386.7 passing yards per game, 3.3 TD/0.7 INT per game, (0-3) record = vs. Oregon (3 

games) 

Foles went out-of-conference in 2010, and upset Kirk Ferenz/Iowa...throwing for 303 yards, 2 TD/1 INT 

and a 71.8% Comp Pct. In 2011, Foles had an early non-conference loss to Oklahoma State…Foles tallied 

398 passing yards, 1 TD/0 INT, and a 72.5% Comp Pct. 

Every passing metric that we examine on Foles is solid/good/great, with no real red-flags. The Foles 

numbers in our system analysis are not high-end elite, but close to the elites in our system 

historically…the only turbulence was his initial post-Mike Stoops stretch of games in 2011. 
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Physically, Foles is exactly what you want in a QB = 6'4+ and 240 +/- pounds. Foles is physically big, but a 

bit slower on the foot-speed side…he is definitely a traditional pocket-passer. There are no red-flags for 

us on him physically. 

*We are assuming a neutral Wonderlic score, a radical move downward in his test scores could send his 

NFL prospectus spiraling in our system. 

  

Foles vs. Tannehill 

*this next section was written in early JAN, and as of 2/1/12...the tide had already turned toward Foles 

over Tannehill... 

Why Foles is not automatically ranked ahead of Ryan Tannehill in the 2012 NFL Draft, is beyond me? 

Perhaps, it is the fact that Tannehill used to be a WR, or that he is more mobile…who cares about that? 

Can they play QB at the NFL level, and what does their college performance tell us? 

Foles is likely to be a half-inch taller, and about 20 pounds heavier/more solid than Tannehill. Tannehill 

has nothing over Foles physically, except quicker feet…which will come in handy as Tannehill chases all 

the defenders who have just intercepted his passes. 

Tannehill threw more INTs than TDs in 4 of his six games against teams with 10+ wins in 2011, Foles 

never threw more INTs than TDs in a game against 10+ win teams in 2011...in fact it never happened 

against any team he faced with a winning record in 2011. An extra "in fact"…Foles only threw for more 

INTs than TDs in a total of 4 games in his 35 career starts (11.4%); Tannehill did it 5 times in 20 career QB 

starts (25.0%). 

While Foles posted a 70.1% Comp Pct against teams he faced with 10+ wins in 2011…Tannehill 

floundered with a 56.7% Comp Pct in the same measurement. 

In every way, in which we look at it, Nick Foles is the better NFL QB prospect in our scouting models 

over Ryan Tannehill. 

 

 

The Historical QB Prospects to Whom Nick Foles Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

OK, to make sure it is clear -- we are not saying that Nick Foles is the next Aaron Rodgers...although, 

Rodgers has several characteristic matches with Foles in our database. The near exact match of Foles in 

our system is Matt Schaub…and that makes a ton of sense. Foles strikes me as a more quiet personality 

like Schaub…as well as having very similar passer metrics in our system. Both Schaub and Foles are high-
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accuracy passers, physically big, and each makes great use of key WR weapons (Schaub + Andre 

Johnson, and Foles + Juron Criner).   

 

QB 
Grade 

Name Yr College H W Adj. 
Comp. 

Pct. 

Adj. 
Yds per 
Comp 

Adj. 
Pass 

per TD 

Adj. 
Pass 

per INT 

8.58 Foles, Nick 2012 Arizona 74.1 240 68.0% 11.1 21.2 47.4 

8.67 Schaub, Matt 2004 Virginia 77.0 240 69.5% 9.8 23.7 47.9 

10.24 Rodgers, Aaron 2005 California 74.0 223 71.0% 10.2 22.9 61.7 

 

*“Adj” = A view of adjusted college output in our system…adjusted for strength of opponent. 

**A score of 8.5+ is where we see a stronger correlation of QBs going onto become NFL good-to-great. 

A scouting score of 9.5+ is rarefied air—higher potential for becoming great-to-elite. 

QBs scoring 6.0–8.0 are finding more success in the new passing era of the NFL (2012–on). Depending 

upon system and surrounding weapons, a 6.0–8.0 rated QB can do fine in today’s NFL—with the right 

circumstances…but they are not ‘the next Tom Brady’ guys, just NFL-useful guys. 

 

2012 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Foles seems to be the mainstream draft media's consensus #3-5 ranked QB among the 2012 QB class 

right now. I don't know that Foles will make a major push beyond a late 1st-Round projection, as I 

suspect Foles will not blow anyone away in personal interviews...but it's possible based on talent and 

physical profile, that Foles could sneak into the mid-first round…but not likely. 

I could see Foles as a bit of a "shocker" at #25 to the Broncos, depending upon how serious John 

Elway is about going anti-Tebow. I feel the current draft order set up (pre-trades, etc) will likely mean 

that Foles will not be taken in the 1st-Round unless someone trades back/up for him around picks #20-

30. The current #20-30 grouping does not have a burning need for a 1st-Round QB. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Pre-actual Wonderlic score, we think Foles shows statistical evidence to project as a good, possibly great 

NFL QB. It may take 1-2 years of seasoning, but Foles might be a quasi-franchise type QB in the same 

vein of Joe Flacco or Matt Ryan...not a true NFL elite, but not a QB that teams are looking to replace 

soon either. 
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Copyright Statement 

Copyright at date and time signed below by R.C. Fischer 

 

All rights reserved. All content is for entertainment purposes only and TFA is not responsible or liable for personal adverse 

outcomes nor are any game results or forecasting guaranteed. Past results do not predict future outcomes. We are not held 

liable for any personal loses incurred. We are solely here to produce and provide content for recreational purposes. No part of 

this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, 

recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case 

of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. For 

permission requests, email the publisher at rcfischer@fantasyfootballmetrics.com 
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